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What are the Challenges?

We are focusing on Two Aspects of m-Learning

1: Learning Materials
2: Page Builder

We’ll use these to demonstrate some challenges we faced and solutions we found
We brainstormed with the audience to look at other peoples issues. They were:

- Reversioning
- Screen Size
- Tracking & Measurement
- Dropped Sessions
- Navigation
- Processor Power
- Bandwidth
- Input – pens / buttons / touch screen
- Distributed Content
- Different Devices - reuse
- Content Standards
- Copyright
We discussed most of these issues, presenting the solutions we had developed for the m-learning project with a projected demonstration, as well as simultaneous live-demos on five XDA2 / PocketPC handsets we handed out:

For a taster of the materials see

www.m-learning.org/resources.shtml
Find out more about m-learning at www.m-learning.org
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